CAP on a Map Training of Trainers

**PREPAREDNESS**

**Vulnerability Mapping**

**Site:** http://rmsdev.ifrc.org  
**Login:** sahana@ait.ac.th  
**Password:** aituser

**Background:**

RMS is a system for Red Cross National Societies. This new Vulnerability Mapping module which is under development will allow collection & displaying of data on the resilience of communities. It aggregates different indicators together to provide an overall rating to hopefully make it easier to use.

**National Perspective**

*Get a summarized view of the aggregates for different administrative regions.*

1. Open the Vulnerability module  
2. Double-click on Viet Nam to zoom in & load the provinces  
3. Look at the Population Density  
4. Single-click on the least resilient province (Thanh Hóa in the North)  
5. Check the Data Quality  
6. Open the drawer (bottom-right) to see the breakdown by Indicator: min, max & median. *(note these are dummy indicators currently)*

**Local Perspective**

*See the location of Volunteers, Photos & Hand-drawn Maps.*  
*Submit Commune-level Data*

1. Select a Commune: Nam Giang (in Nam Đàn district, in Nghệ An Province)
2. View Map
3. Click on the Commune to see Images
4. Click on an Image to see the Image Viewer
5. Submit Indicators Online & then Approve them